ON FOOT?

ON GUARD!

Ditch the distractions

Walk on the edge.
Always use the sidewalk when there is one. When there’s not, stick to the shoulder and face traffic.

Cross at corners.
Obey signals at all times and use crosswalks.

Make eye contact.
Don’t take a step to cross until drivers see you.

Be visible wear bright.
If you’re wearing dark clothing, drivers may not see you. So do what you can to be seen.

Distracted when crossing the road can be deadly
Alert today – Alive tomorrow!

At some point during the day, each of us is a pedestrian. By exercising a few safety steps, we can all get to where we’re going safely. Remember, when you’re on foot, the first step to safety is yours.

For more information Contact:
Central Eastern: 339 2166
Western: 666 1177
Northern: 881833

Email: medialta.com.fj
web: www.leta.com.fj
facebook: ItaFiji
Toll Free: 0600 334 2886

Be Bright!
Mo Virai!

Distractions when crossing the road can be deadly
Alert today – Alive tomorrow!

Everything comes your way, if you are in the wrong lane.
Less than 2 out of 10 unprotected road users survive if hit by a car travelling at 50 km/h.

About 9 out of 10 unprotected road users survive if hit by a car travelling at 30 km/h.


HOW A PEDESTRIAN SHOULD VIEW THE ROAD

Step one: Stay alert.

Step two: Be predictable.

Step three: Follow the signals.

Step four: Make sure you're seen.

Step five: Be careful at the curb.

Walk smart: and stay safe.

Traffic signals ka paan kare

Me kilai na nomui Naki vakamuria na sikinala

Mo Virai ena Bogi
taubale vaka vuku

Can’t hear

Can’t hear

Stay bright at night!

Me Virai ena Bogi

Can’t hear

Can’t hear

Tepti karo eksha aur surakshii rahi

Veri bori karo eksha aur surakshii rahi

Hoshiyari se chale aur surakshii rahi

Sadam ke knaare

Yeh zari hai k

Aap na zarur aaye

Vaag mumri na shir roh

Aage ki soche

Step one: Stay alert.

Step two: Be predictable.

Step three: Follow the signals.

Step four: Make sure you're seen.

Step five: Be careful at the curb.

In the last 5 years Pedestrian amount Fatalities this is 87 pedetrians out of 237 Road deaths.

Pedestrian amount to 367% of all Road fatalities this is 87 pedestrians out of 237 Road deaths.

In the last 5 years pedestrian amount Fatalities this is 87 pedetrians out of 237 Road deaths.